IP Address

End Date
End

Start Date
Start

IP
68.169.170.176

5/9/18 11:08

5/9/18 10:57

Collector ID
Coll ID

Resp ID
10012621567.00

On a scale from
1-10, with 1
being worst and
10 being best,
how would you
rate our Sunday
School / Group
spaces,
environments,
and furnishings?

Open-Ended
Response

Open-Ended
Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended Response

Open-Ended
Response

Open-Ended Response

SS Group

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

50+

210777883

5/7/18 8:50

5/7/18 8:53

210777883

5/7/18 0:09

5/7/18 0:13

adequately sized

4

getting too small,
library has been
moved to wall, we
need that for chair
space

move the library to its
own room.

I'm not a member of
the Choir but I really
think some
accommodations
have to be made for
them.

No

I feel outside groups
should be held more
accountable for any
damage they cause
while using our
facilities.

If we grow next year
we will not have
enough room.

A bigger room wherw
we can work on
projects

74.217.93.206

10009412266.00

4

10

I have some ideas but
not sure that they
answer this question
specifically.

children's
and youth

10

Fine for childrens.
Small for youth.

The older kids seem
I see the kids sitting
to be in tight spaces.
on the floor
W hen they break out,
sometimes- maybe
I suppose they are not
Offer additional times
they don't mind it, but
and I am sure it is
it is hard for kids in
hard to know how
dresses.
many will show up at
times.

173.247.2.69

3

W ith trends and
W hat one change or
projections for the
improvement to our
area surrounding
Sunday School
OUMC being for 8W ould you consider
facilities could we
10% growth in the
Are there things your
the space your group make that you think
next 5 years, what
group now lacks in
uses to be larger than would have the most
Sunday School
terms of space or
W hat changes or
In looking to the
needed, adequately impact on helping us related improvements furnishings which limit improvements would W hat opportunities in future, what changes
sized, or too small for achieve our mission,
should be made to
the group’s ability to
you like to see be
ministry will impact
do you anticipate will
your group's
vision and strategic
accommodate that
do its ministry? If so, made to your group's your space needs and impact your group's
purposes?
goals at OUMC?
growth?
what?
space?
how?
needs and how?

W hat
Sunday
School
Class and /
or Groups
do you
participate
in?

Alpha Circle

10009101276.00

2

WRITTEN

1

210777883

Respondent ID
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Encouragers

8

Adequate space,
perhaps different
furniture

Perhaps more sound
proof? Can be hard to
hear sometimes.

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

Maybe different
furniture

Table not quite big
enough

1 OF 15

None are necessary

Not sure

Unsure

If money were no
object, what
improvements
would you like to
see made to your
Sunday School
Facilities at
OUMC?

W hat other thoughts
would you like to
share on how we
could improve our
facilities here at
OUMC?

Accountability for
outside groups using
our facility, better
security for our
If the projected growth
campus with
rate for Ooltewah
individuals in charge
occurs, then I imagine
A room for the
being more
our facilities will be
choir and a couple
responsible for
rented out more - so I
more classrooms.
locking up, the
guess the impact will
parking lot being
be availability of
secured so people
space.
would stop driving
through at 40 miles an
hour; it's an accident
waiting to happen.

more ladies joining
our circle

Just need to have
everyone at the
tables when we do
projects.

need more storage
space

Unsure

Unsure

None

More people, may
need more tables?

Better control of
heat and air? It’s
always very cold in
our classroom

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

8

End

Start

Coll ID

IP
96.4.231.23
23.251.78.194
173.247.2.69

5/7/18 12:25

5/7/18 12:23
5/14/18 10:36

10009732634.00

210777883
210777883

10018325506.00

5/14/18 11:21
5/19/18 11:23

5/19/18 11:17

7

10027008718.00

6

WRITTEN

5

210777883

Resp ID
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SS Group

Encouragers

Encouragers

Encouragers

Encouragers

Sunday
School
Space

8

4

8

8

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

Adequately sized

larger then needed

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Locating small group
More small group
classrooms
spaces with
throughout the facility
alternative seating
in order to decrease
(couches/chairs/stools
the level of noise that
, etc) to
impacts lessons
accommodate the
during the
groups
contemporary service
long tables in the
classes. so we can
open our bibles and
other reading
materials and not
have to balance
everything on our
laps.

more Sunday school
classes that will
accommodate people
that go the the
traditional service.

Larger

Adding acoustical
dampening materials
to the walls of both
sides of the hallways
that are adjacent to
the worship center.
The same could be
said about adding
Ensuring that small
acoustical dampening
groups are available
doors to the worship
during both service
center and
times.
classrooms. W hen
the band is playing for
the 11:00 worship
service, we have a
hard time hearing our
group leader and/or
the audio of the video
that we are watching.

Adequate

Sound proof the
Enough classrooms,
Sunday School
diversification of the
Rooms, very
type of classrooms for
distracting durning the
different age range
11 AM service. Too
people.
loud for SS time.

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

no

locates away from the
contemporary service

No

Maybe an additional
table to we can sit
around it durning
class.

Ethernet or more
reliable wifi. Larger
whiteboard.
Smartboards.

2 OF 15

HVAC controlled
environments.

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

hopefully growing in
size

redecorate with
new furniture in
some areas

Other Thoughts

more of a
classroom type
setting.

n/a

Growth in traditional
service, will require
increase.

Indoor walking
track in Gym, with Sunday School rooms
more classrooms.
need to be more
More tech. Sound
soundproofed,
proof classrooms.
outdoor facility for
Revitalize outdoor
athletics.
classroom.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP

Start

Coll ID

End
5/15/18 17:06

23.251.82.138
174.196.141.189

5/15/18 16:59

5/20/18 10:03

5/20/18 9:40

WRITTEN

Journey

Journey

13

10009297410.00

210777883

5/7/18 6:44

5/7/18 6:47

72.161.32.239

Open Door

14

210777883

5/10/18 13:37

5/10/18 13:40

68.53.242.110

Joy

10014452742.00

12

210777883

10020779620.00

11

210777883

10

SS Group

GIFT

WRITTEN

9

10027518099.00

Resp ID
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Open Door

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

2

Adequate

9

Just right for now.
There is some room
for growth.

9

Adequately sized

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

blowing air is loud,
seating is not ideal

New signs and a
directory of classes,
even as simple as
interchangeable
plastic covers for
doors

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

additional classrooms

blowing air is loud
and interferes with
dvd. Ideal seating.

W e may not have
enough rooms if we
are successful in
growing the number
of folks attending
Sunday school.

No

Communicating what
classes are available,
may need to expand
children's classes as
that is likely where the
growth will be.

No.

7

Furnishings: W e do
not use the piano, and
the sofa is not
It is rather small for a
suitable for some
growing class
senior adults.
W ooden back chairs
are uncomfortable.

6

Too small

W orship Center
sound-proofing would
encourage more use
of SS classes next to
it...gets too loud &
folks don't like
meeting in the SS
classes next to it

More classrooms
w/kitchen areas

Classroom is too
small...just needs to
be a little bigger.

5

Too small

Larger rooms with
better furnishing and
kitchen facilities.

More rooms as
mentioned above.

Space. W e aren't
able to accommodate
any more people

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

Larger classrooms
with better seating
arrangements.

Need a white board
on the wall.

3 OF 15

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

comfortable seating

growth

growth-other mature
singles (suggestions
from the church on
how we can
accomplish this)

More comfortable
seating and more
quiet heating/air
duct and frig for
cold drinks

An updated kitchen,
additional Sunday
School spaces,
expand connection
area for coffee
fellowship

W orks great.

Don't know

I anticipate an
increase in the
number of those
attending class.

Not sure without
seeing the results
of the survey and
evaluation.

For our group, we
anticipate being ok.

More classrooms.

Maybe some signs or
A place for donations,
pictures for the
maybe
walls...

Remove piano, and
add upholstered
chairs (some chairs
need arms for senior
adults.)

Increased
membership and
attendacne will
facilitate needs for
sufficient seating.

Bigger space.

Not enough room to
encourage new
comers to come in &
find a seat.

W ooden back are
uncomfortable.
sufficient space to
Need upholstered
accommodate senior chairs white board
adults and adequate on wall, small table
seating.
for teacher to place
books and lesson
materials on.

Need more room.

More classes &
some w/small
kitchen areas.

Maybe have the
option for outdoor
classes, spots with
benches, etc

W e are aware that it
is a multi-purpose
room and our wishes
may not be
accomodated. The
chairs form the
workship center work
pretty well for seniors
bur ideally chairs with
arms on chairs is
best.

none

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

IP

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

see#6

Recovery Programs
can grow with more
rooms available that
could accommodate
more people, yet still
be intimate enough to
accomplish its goals.

same as #8

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

7

too small

larger conferencetype room

Open Door

5

Too small.

Additional SS space,
complete with
audio/visual & internet
capability.

Above

Not enough class
room space to be
able to recruit new
members.

Larger class room
space that does not
have to compete with
worship services.

Not enough space to
add members.

more people = more
space required.

New education
wing. Soundproof
W orship Center
class rooms.

Open Door

6

Too small at times

More Sunday School
space

Larger space and
technical equipment

Space problem
sometimes

W e like having tables,
but they do cramp our
space

More space, more
participants

Growth in the area,
will impact our need
for a larger Sunday
School room.

Room space;
would be nice to
have coffee space
with sink.

Space! W e are
packed out almost
every Sunday.

The room needs to be
about 2x the size it is.
It would be nice to
have a counter with a
sink. W e have brunch
every Sunday with
two Keurig coffee
makers. W e need a
sink.

Open Door
Class

Open Door
Sunday
School
Class

7

Pairs and
spares

Pairs and
spares

6

way too small

Larger room, but keep
More tables with more
ability to have
chairs.
refreshments

Build a new facility for
KDO that meets code
There need to be
for a 5 day program.
Children's SS Classes
Re-purpose those
for the 9:30 service i.e
rooms for
children who attend
multipurpose SS
9:30 service need
classes. One or more
classes at 11:00.
need to accommodate
40-60 people.

Other Thoughts

I believe OUMC
should strive to
become, and remain,
debt free. W e have a
very nice facility, and
with some alterations
to the present
physical plant, these
are goals achievable.

open door

71.87.243.59

End

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Growth Trends

68.53.242.110

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

98.68.174.249

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

68.54.64.65

Sunday
School
Space

72.161.34.4

21

SS Group

74.221.181.11

5/10/18 13:47
5/19/18 21:37

Start
5/10/18 13:27
5/19/18 21:27

5/21/18 14:54
5/13/18 14:34
5/10/18 18:48
5/14/18 14:03

5/21/18 14:43
5/13/18 14:10
5/10/18 18:44

20

5/14/18 14:00

210777883

Coll ID

10014464569.00

210777883
210777883
210777883

10027275548.00
10017348615.00

19

10014885886.00

210777883

18

210777883

17

10018624957.00

16

WRITTEN

15

10029050640.00

Resp ID
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Increase the Sunday
School space with
working technical
equipment.

W e are so limited by
I do not think it
W hen we begin to
If we had a room that space that it is difficult would be feasible
consider building, and
would accommodate
to grow but we are
to add to our
we will need to soon,
40-60 people with
growing. W e have
present space. W e
keep in mind our
tables and Smart TV,
had 3 new couples
need a room that
vision to minister to
other ministries could join since the first of
would
families with children
use the same room
the year. W e are
accommodate 40and youth and serve
i.e. Alpha Circle, other almost out of space to
60 people that
those who need
small groups....
put chairs around the other groups could
recovery and support.
wall.
use.

Too small

More and larger
Sunday School rooms
out of sound range
from the W orship
Center.

More and larger
Sunday School
rooms.

space

More of it

Hard to grow when
too crowded.

Lack of space

More and larger
Sunday School
rooms.

8

adequate

na

more chairs

na

na

na

na

na

na

8

Adequate

New Color rearrange

ok

no

see other q

growth

none

Chairs with arms,
Fewer Drum Beats
during class time important.

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG
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24

25

Resp ID

Coll ID

Start

End

IP

210777883

5/6/18 9:22

5/6/18 9:24

68.169.170.176

WRITTEN
WRITTEN

23

Pipes

WRITTEN

22

SS Group

10008753173.00
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Pipes

Pipes Class

Sisters and
Daughters

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

7

Fine

Changes is like to see
have nothing to do
with facilities

7

7

10

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Growth Trends

Larger than needed

Adequate

just right

None

Advertising classes.
Make spaces
welcoming, not
Sound proofing. W e
furnished with yard
get blown away by the sale rejects. W e feel
band. W hen we talk it puts off new people.
or watch video it's
Matching, coordinated
difficult.
furniture. AV
equipment accessible
and hooked
up/mounted/ working.

signage - what each
class is working on on classroom doors

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

See question 4

short on classroom
space, better
communication about
classes, on wevsite Sunday Scnool class no - more space may
subjects show
be needed.
changes - clarity.
Qrtly Bulletin Board
on screen before
service.

5 OF 15

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

More color and Art

I am not anticipating
any changes in our
needs for space, but
we will let the church
know

I have no idea

See question 4

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

W e need a choir
room.

It's hard to get space
and time for small
If thing slike above
group activities - i.e.
can happen perhaps
the kitchen facilities.
we can grow. If there
Sunday School
was a way to
classes need a
Study abroad bible
advertise (web site)
fair/booth opportunity
studies.
so new people join
to show what we
comfortably may
study/teach, Once the
stop/lessen clss
class is formed, no
cliquishnish.
one else knoww what
the class is about.

Technology,
projectors, smart
boards.

Contact us if any of
the above needs
clarification.

Pull in young family,
need volunteers to
teach at 9:30, more
rooms for classes.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

End

Start

IP
159.221.32.10
184.174.146.128
74.221.181.172

5/10/18 21:45

5/10/18 21:34
5/6/18 19:48

5/6/18 19:55
5/12/18 9:34

5/12/18 9:21

Coll ID
210777883

10015035944.00
WRITTEN

29

210777883

28

10016711756.00

27

10008985375.00

26

210777883

Resp ID
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SS Group

The W ell

Sunday
School
Space

5

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Growth Trends

Currently adequate, if
we grow their would
be limited space. It
would quickly be too
small.

Obvious answer is
more rooms, a
sunday school group
should be no greater
than 20 -30 people,
so that 15 may show
on a given Sunday. If
we grow larger, we
need to split. To split
means more rooms.

Potential designated
areas for new
classes.

Podiums for
teachers/leaders

Large clock for wall

space

no

don't know of any at
this time

The W ell

9

Adequate

Theophilus

9

adequate

There are probably
more spaces needed
for more groups.

Adequate

In the past some
classes have had to
Add more so rooms
move around to
and classes. If you
different rooms, which
build it they will come
makes me wonder if
quote may apply.
we don't have enough
rooms

9

Decoration, ceiling
fan, shelves for
books, closed
cabinets, that we can
collect items for
ministry by the
Sunday school group,
or other groups that
use the space. These
should be lockable by
Not really, we get by
the group. For
with what we have.
instance, we use this
space for storage of
Angel Tree stuff,
wrapping paper
boxes, items that we
can buy after
Christmas cheap, or
collect over the
course of 12 months.
Space would be great
to hide this.

I think decoration,
Christian sayings,
verses, pictures,
accent wall, Smaller
table, but nice.
Instead of a desk,
how about a
bookshelf that holds
the TV.

Some of the
directional sign at
enterance to help
newcomers find the
appropriate class
based on age, marital
status or needs.

Theophilus

Changes or
Improvments?

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG
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Opportunities in
Ministry

Think I covered in 7

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

If we grow, we need
more space.

smart board would
be cool, not really
sure, we just need
to make the room
more comfortable,
inviting, not so
sterile.

teaching material

Projection TV

if we grow there will
be need for more area

space

Finding new class
members could cause
the need for a
different room set up,
but I like the way it is
now

Not sure

Other Thoughts

space for full time
larger gathering for
preschool needed for
morning fellowship
community

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

End

Start

IP
74.221.181.177

5/7/18 9:20

5/7/18 9:15

Coll ID
210777883

SS Group

UMW Night
Circle;
Open Door
SS class

210777883

5/20/18 10:20

5/20/18 10:36

5/20/18 17:21

5/20/18 17:27

9

3

50.101.73.92

10027534863.00

33

Sunday
School
Space

Upper Room

7

68.42.6.247

32

210777883

Unfinished

10027728679.00

31

WRITTEN

30

10009444936.00

Resp ID
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Upper room

8

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

W e meet in the Admin
building. There is not
enough space around
the tables for all of us,
but we make do with
what we have.

I guess we may have
to choose between
forming new groups
I don't know how the
and not having the
needs of the other SS space for them OR
classes are being
adding new people to
met.
existing groups and
making them larger.
Other option is to add
more 8:30 classes

Adequate

Updating Room, i.e.
Carpet, drop ceiling,
furniture

Better Audio visual
opportunities, some
larger rooms where
Adequate to perhaps
lectures/teachings
a little small
could be given/offered
- like a
presentation/multimedia room.

Just adequate

Room to enlarge
classes if needed

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

No

A dry erase board
would cut down the
use of chart paper.

None that I know of.

W e may need a
larger room.

None.

Sunday School
Mapping - helping
guests figure out
where to go.

Drop ceiling, carpet,
new chairs, remove
couches

Some larger
rooms.....

Audio visual, some
additional room, both
in terms of individual
rooms and collective
space.

Audio visual - more
room/openness.
Outside worship
space, or ways to
bring more of the
outside in.

Larger classrooms I'd
needed

No

7 OF 15

Other Thoughts

growth

Updated TVs, New
Roku, Improve
technology, new
Kitchen, Storage
paint job, new
Areas, More of them.
seats, tables,
carpet, drop
ceiling.

Growing community
will require us to open
and prepare
ourselves for that
growth

Growth and staying
relevant.

Bigger rooms, state
of the art audio
visual/multi media
Qualitative issues are
set-ups, lecture
ones we need to
space with coffee,
focus on.
restrooms, coat
rooms/amenities
like that.

Do not know

Hopefully our class
will grow and we will
need larger
classroom

Living Room style
furniture

None, we have a
beautiful church

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

End

IP
108.174.111.166
184.174.169.17

Start
5/17/18 11:43

Coll ID
210777883

10024063134.00

5/17/18 12:25
5/7/18 15:47

5/7/18 15:15

35

10010058970.00

34

210777883

Resp ID
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SS Group

Upper Room
Class

Upper Room
SS class,
W ednesday
night
classes,
choir

Sunday
School
Space

7

7

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Maybe serving church
wide refreshments ie.
coffee, bagels,
pastries before
people break for their
It is adequate, but
actual Sunday School
doesn't allow for any
class. A good
growth.
opportunity for God's
people to interact with
one another. A great
time for new visitors
to meet people and
get plugged in.

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Right now we do not
Not really. To do
have adequate space
more ministry?......I
to accommodate
believe there are
many more folks that
plenty of opportunities
want to attend a
to do ministry outside
Sunday School class.
our church campus.
I have had one class
First off we need to
in particular
know what "doing
complaining to me
ministry" looks like.
that they are busting
W e need vision and a
at the seems and
plan.
need more room.

Changes or
Improvments?

To my groups
space,....none.
Church-wide,.....we
need more Sunday
School Space!

Opportunities in
Ministry

W ell, if we are all
doing our jobs
More members. Our
(looking for
space is adequate
opportunities to invite
and we have some
people to our church)
room for growth.
we will eventually run
Actually compared to out of room. This area
the rest of the church has been growing like
we are in pretty good
crazy for years and
shape.
we are not
capitalizing on the
opportunity.

There would need to
be more space for
adults and children on
The chairs in the
Sunday morning. The
conference room in space could be better
the admin. building
utilized by offering
If we have an influx of
need to be updated.
small groups at
people we could
Replacement of the
The library is housed different times during
quickly out grow our
Nothing I can think of chairs. Smaller tables
It is fine for our group. in that room. I don't
the week other than
space. There needs
right now.
to better utilize the
believe many people
W ed. night. Maybe
to be space and
space.
use it because of it's
having a couple of
programs for their
location. It needs a
buildings out side the
children.
more accessible
normal classrooms
location.
could be a solution.
Then a staff member
would not need to be
present.

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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Future Impacts

Growth through an
increase in people
attending Sunday
morning in both
services.

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

I think right now (as
None necessarily
you can probably
to my class, we
already figure out)
need more Sunday
you have to make
School Class
sure that people are
rooms, educational
getting fed,(spiritually)
room for children's
Remember what it
classes, room for
says in the Bible, "
small children and
The harvest is plenty
infants. I also
but the workers are
understand that our
few". To experience
Choir don't even
the growth that we are
have a choir room
ALL looking
any more and they
for,.....W e have to
are forced to dress
make sure that the
in the hall way.
sheep are getting fed.

More storage
space so my class
could have a place
to store things if we
needed it. Right
now the UMW and
Alpha circle take
up a lot of the
cabinet space.
Maybe a space
some where
designed
specifically for their
needs to free up
space for others.

As someone who has,
at times, attended the
9:30 service I would
love to see the pews
in the sanctuary
updated. The seat
needs more padding.
The back is very
uncomfortable. Maybe
a strip of cushion for
lower lumbar support.
The carpet and
parquet floor need
replacing. More space
for the choir. Last
Christmas we barely
had enough room.
Restrooms in the CLC
need to be renovated.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

End

IP
66.18.52.155
68.54.65.112
68.54.65.112
99.122.24.179

Start

5/18/18 12:49

5/13/18 9:05

5/18/18 12:44

5/18/18 17:07

5/13/18 9:01

Coll ID

5/18/18 16:42

5/19/18 20:28

5/19/18 20:22

10017219085.00

210777883
210777883

10025983743.00

39

210777883

38

10027252183.00

37

10026371243.00

36

210777883

Resp ID
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SS Group

W atts

W atts

W atts

W atts

Sunday
School
Space

8

7

7

7

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

too small

The room should
always have empty
chairs to offer as
invitations for new
participants.
Currently, we are
about 98% occupied.
The wall adjoining
Room 202 could be
removed and
replaced with an
expandable accordian
wall. That would
provide a larger
space for Sunday
School and still offer
the ability of two
rooms when needed
for other activities,

There appears to be a
lot of technology
available. Perhaps
offering training
classes to Sunday
School leaders (with a
cheat sheet reference
book).

More space

I appreciate the
efforts of this survey,
but it seems to be a
preparation for a
NEW building
program. Maybe just
deciding what to build
first?????

Too small

too small

larger room

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

More space

larger room

Opportunities in
Ministry

More space

If we had air
conditioner control in
an island with counter
our room.
top for our snacks
Complaining about to
hot or to cold

if we had a larger
room we might need
speakers to hear the
TV better

Future Impacts

More space

If money were
no object

More space

Other Thoughts

Sometimes when SS
At one time sound
is over, the class can
proofing was needed
be noisy going down
because of the loud
the hall. If there was a kitchenette withe music from the 11:00
more parking in the
running water
service. The changes
back, class members
made in the service
could leave by the
has improved the
back door.
situation.

our room could be
made larger, giving
growth in numbers of us some breathing
members will make
room. Also would
room definitely tooo provide a separate
small
and unique size for
other meetings and
ministries.

possibly too small

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
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End

IP
173.247.29.241
66.18.52.129

adequate

better audio visual

Becoming marginal.
On well attended
days we are at
capacity

Quality flex space that
would allow
reconfiguration of
classroom space to
address classes that
are increasing in size,
but do not
consistently max out
their space.
Not
referring to thin
folding partitions. The
dividing walls need to
maintain a level of
sound insulation
between shared
spaces equivalent to
stud walls with sound
deadening insulation
as we now have.

See # 4. Also, a
simpler to use audio
visual system would
reduce the amount of
It appears that our
time required to get
area is experiencing
the lessons
more growth in the
As stated previously, underway. W e often
younger generations
a flex space
have difficulties with
than with the
arrangement could be the system following
Boomer's. Facilities
helpful. If you apply
its use by another
focus should be
the 80% rule, the
group. The ability to
heavily weighted
W atts class cannot
restore operation
toward serving the
grow within the
through some type of
spiritual and physical present constraints.
"restore default"
needs of our primary
command would help
growth opportunities .
tremendously on days
when some of our
more technically
savvy folks are not
present.

Too small

Have a bigger class
space. Our class is
constantly growing

W e could use more
chairs but have to
have more space in
order to have more
chairs

184.174.165.45

9

44

68.54.64.254

5/13/18 7:43

Start
5/13/18 7:40

W atts class

5/8/18 9:48

Bigger classroom.

43

W atts Class

W atts Class

6

4
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Future Impacts

Being closer to main
doors. Not at the end
of the hallway

build more class room
or enlarge/combine
rooms

More space

Opportunities in
Ministry

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

Key here is money if we add more
spce - look at when
there is space
available in the
current structures.

Too small

5/8/18 8:31

5/6/18 18:30

Changes or
Improvments?

4

5/13/18 20:37

5/6/18 18:24

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Growth Trends

W atts

5/13/18 20:32

210777883

Coll ID

WRITTEN
10017191691.00

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

adequate

210777883

210777883

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

9

10011011228.00

42

Sunday
School
Space

W atts

210777883

41

SS Group

Before adding extra
rooms - change
overall scheduling of
classes for services.

10017510816.00

40

10008955315.00

Resp ID
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not that I can see

10 OF 15

better audio visuals
(redundant)

The back outside wall
needs to be bumped
out in order to expand
the room.

More rooms and
larger ones too

can't think of any

I think we are in pretty
good shape

a more
sophisticated
media center for
DVDs and audio.

Over all, space is
utilized fairly well for
what we have

It is not so much new
ministry opportunities
in the church at large
as it is being
responsive to an
increasing number of
participants in our
small group.

For some of our
group, the proximity of
the classroom to the
sanctuary is
beginning to present
some problems.
Mobility tends to
decrease with age,
and we are aging.
The W atts classroom
is as far as you can
get from the
sanctuary and still
remain in the building.
Let me be clear. No
one is complaining,
just saying it will be a
problem that could be
planned for.

I would like to see
a new but attached
building near the
CLC, dedicated to
youth and young
family ministry
development
followed by repurposing the
space currently
used for Children's
ministry and KDO
programs to
provide expanded
Adult education
space.

Please communicate
the decisions that are
made based upon
these surveys in
crystal clear terms
with regard to the
ministries served and
the long term financial
impact on the church.

W e need a bigger
tv as we use
videos each week.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

End

IP
68.54.199.75
104.128.168.78

Start
5/14/18 16:47

5/14/18 16:59
5/17/18 12:23

W atts Class

6

5

8

W esley
Class

2

49

68.169.170.176

W atts Class

48

5/20/18 10:26

9.5

5/20/18 10:12

WRITTEN

5/17/18 12:15

Coll ID
210777883

10018919166.00

W atts Class

Sunday
School
Space

WRITTEN

10024059530.00

SS Group

W atts class

47

10027529533.00

46

210777883

45

210777883

Resp ID
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Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

too small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Better
communication/inform
ation center (at least Answered in previous
2 people to man) for
questions
Sunday School
classes and locations.

Too small

Changes or
Improvments?

More space in SS
class

More space in SS
class.

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

Chairs out Bulletin
boards white boards
Projector

OUMC Facilities Usage Survey Master Formatted 1.1 FINAL
Sunday School-SG

Church to pray for
growth

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

Already stated

Already stated

Increase number of
class rooms to
accommodate
projected area
growth, taking into
consideration what
% of current
membership attend
Sunday School and
projected
membership
growth over next 5
years

Too small

My observation is
folks seem to be
pretty spread out
selecting various
I suppose one could
W atts class is often classes depending on
build up over present
very fully seated.
the times the with to
classrooms if
Can get very warm. be in class-lot of good
possible.
feeling is passes
along in hallway as
people pass one
another.
More volunteers to
welcome and inform
Somewhat adequately
W e are blessed.
our
sized.
visitors/information
booth.

Bigger room for
expansion and parties

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Perhaps some of the
AV Equip could be
spaced to make
access easier for
A bit more space for
leaders of groups.
people in wheelchairs
High shelf TV good
and cane walkers.
but not enough head
room for leaders. TV
Carts are bulky to
move around.

Perhaps having
leaders educated as
to how to use
equipment presently
available.clouds and
things like that that
the older folks don’t
know how to assist
their leaders.

Room too warm

stronger ceiling fan

n/a

n/a

More directional
SS signage

Projection screen
Bulletin board W hite
board Bigger room

See number 6

More members More
classes and events

Prayer Increase
membership More
activities

See number 6

11 OF 15

Be more Christ like
and aware of people's
needs.

9/26/2018 11:16 AM

51

IP

End

Start

Coll ID

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

WRITTEN

50

SS Group

8

Too Small

Larger SS class

room size, away from
music during
contemporary service

larger space, more
storage area

ability to have
flexibility with space
arrangement of
chairs, tables,
podium, TV

WRITTEN

Resp ID
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9

Adequate

Use office space on
Sunday

build when we have a
6% growth.

no

none

Adequate

I have some ideas but
not sure that they
answer this question
specifically.

I'm not a member of
the Choir but I really
think some
accommodations
have to be made for
them.

No

I feel outside groups
should be held more
accountable for any
damage they cause
while using our
facilities.

Not sure

getting too small,
library has been
moved to wall, we
need that for chair
space

move the library to its
own room.

0

If we grow next year
we will not have
enough room.

A bigger room wherw
we can work on
projects

0

AVG
MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ

Averages,
Summaries
and Take
Aways

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG
MAX

50+

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG

ALPHA
CIRCLE

MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ

ability to mingle
before class begins

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

continued
improvement with
music program, clarity
more dedicated
of words on screens,
"education" and
clarity of audio
area for SS classes
system for those of us
with hearing
challenges

Other Thoughts

See #8

none

7.01
10
2
7
0
2
1
4
4
5
12
10
9
3
10.00
10
10
10
4.00
4
4

Too Small - 22
Adequate - 26
Too Large - 3

If the projected growth
rate for Ooltewah occurs,
A room for the
then I imagine our
facilities will be rented out choir and a couple
more - so I guess the
more classrooms.
impact will be availability
of space.

more ladies joining
our circle

Just need to have
everyone at the
tables when we do
projects.

4
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IP

End

Start

Coll ID

Resp ID
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SS Group

AVG

CHILDREN
/YOUTH

MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

ENCOURAGERS

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

GIFT

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

JOURNEY

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

JOY

MIN
MOST
FREQ

OPEN
DOOR

PAIRS AND
SPARES

Sunday
School
Space

10.00
10
10
10
7.20
8
4
8
2.00
2
2

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

Fine for childrens.
Small for youth.

Adequate

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Growth Trends

The older kids seem
I see the kids sitting
to be in tight spaces.
on the floor
W hen they break out,
sometimes- maybe
I suppose they are not
Offer additional times
they don't mind it, but
and I am sure it is
it is hard for kids in
hard to know how
dresses.
many will show up at
times.

blowing air is loud,
seating is not ideal

additional classrooms

blowing air is loud
and interferes with
dvd. Ideal seating.

2
9.00
9
9

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

None are necessary

Unsure

Unsure

Unsure

None

growth

growth-other mature
singles (suggestions
from the church on
how we can
accomplish this)

More comfortable
seating and more
quiet heating/air
duct and frig for
cold drinks

An updated kitchen,
additional Sunday
School spaces,
expand connection
area for coffee
fellowship

comfortable seating

9
7.00
7
7
7

AVG

6.00

MAX

7

MIN

5

MOST
FREQ

6

AVG

8.00

MAX

8

MIN

8

MOST
FREQ

8
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IP

End

Start

Coll ID

Resp ID
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SS Group

AVG

PIPES

MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG

SISTERS &
DAUGHTERS

MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

The Well

MIN

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

7.00
7
7
7
10.00
10
10
10
7.00
9
5

MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

Theophilus

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG
MAX

UNFINISHED

MIN
MOST
FREQ
AVG

UPPER
ROOM

MAX
MIN
MOST
FREQ

9.00
9
9
9
3.00
3
3
3
7.25
8
7
7

AVG

6.88

MAX

9.5

MIN

4

WATTS
MOST
FREQ

7
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IP

End

Start

Coll ID

Resp ID
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SS Group

AVG
MAX

WESLEY

MIN
MOST
FREQ

Sunday
School
Space

Larger, Adequately
Sized, Too Small

To help us achieve
Mission, Vision,
Strategic Goals

Growth Trends

Things your
SS/Small Group
Lacks?

Changes or
Improvments?

Opportunities in
Ministry

Future Impacts

If money were
no object

Other Thoughts

2.00
2
2
2

Bigger room for
expansion and parties

Chairs out Bulletin
boards white boards
Projector

Church to pray for
growth

Projection screen
Bulletin board W hite
board Bigger room

See number 6

More members More
classes and events

Prayer Increase
membership More
activities

See number 6

0
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